
SELF-KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNICATION 

TEMPERAMENT INVENTORY 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Please indicate whether any of the following words and phrases might be used to accurately 

summarize you or your behavior.  If your response is “yes,” then place a checkmark in the shaded box.  If your 
response is “no,” do not check any box.  Remember to answer how you really are most of the time, not how you 
might want to be. 
 
 

 
 

 C S M P 
EXAMPLE 1: Cheerful (Yes, mostly, so check box.)     

EXAMPLE 2: Active (Not really, so leave box blank.)     

 

1 Cheerful     

2 Active     

3 Sensitive     

4 Calm     

5 Talkative     

6 Dependable     

7 Undependable     

8 Aggressive     

9 Stubborn     

10 Perfectionist     

11 Inconsiderate     

12 Lively     

13 Confident     

14 Moody     

15 Lazy     

16 Unsociable     

17 Quick to react with your emotions     

18 Process your thoughts rapidly     

19 Take time to discern your opinion     

20 Requires much to upset you     

21 Fun-loving and spontaneous     

22 Humble and hard-working     

23 Assertive leader     

24 Systematic and relaxed     

25 Energized by being kind to others     

26 Energized by fulfilling responsibilities     

27 Energized by knowledge and sharing it     

28 Energized by success and recognition     

TOTALS (Do not include the example) =      

Circle letter in column with the highest total = C S M P 
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Key Points of Temperament Theory 

 
1. All temperaments have strengths and, without moderation, can become susceptible to 

extremes. 
 

2. We cannot expect each other to react to things the same way or relate to others in an identical 
manner. 
 

3. Understanding and appreciating differences can help to improve intimacy with your spouse. 
 

4. Marriage is not about making your spouse become like you, but helping each other to become 
the person God created each of you to be, with all your uniqueness and individuality. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“C”  “M” 
CHOLERIC  MELANCHOLIC 

Stereotype: The Worker  Stereotype: The Thinker 
BY NATURE SUSCEPTIBILITIES  BY NATURE SUSCEPTIBILITIES 

Assertive Arrogant  Reflective Pessimistic 

Born Leader Inconsiderate  Organized Moody 

Decisive Proud  Industrious Indecisive 

Confident Stubborn  Conscientious Demanding 

Quick to react Rigid/Inflexible  Idealistic Compulsive 

Goal Oriented Unsympathetic  Sensitive Anxious 

     

“S”  “P” 

SANGUINE  PHLEGMATIC 
Stereotype: The Talker  Stereotype: The Watcher 

BY NATURE SUSCEPTIBILITIES  BY NATURE SUSCEPTIBILITIES 

Extroverted Impulsive  Calm Unmotivated 

Optimistic Overcommitted  Cooperative Complacent 

Spontaneous Unrealistic  Logical Lazy 

Fun-loving Indiscriminate  Patient Unassertive 

Enthusiastic Unreliable  Flexible Unengaged 

Generous Irresponsible  Analytical Apathetic 
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TLC COMMUNICATION SKILLS PRACTICE 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
 

1. TALKING: One person is the talker.  Choose an issue that has some emotion for you, 

but is not volatile.  Here are some simple possibilities: 
 

a. What do you think about the program so far, and why? 
b. What feelings surface when you think about your wedding day, and why? 

 

2. LISTENING: The other person is the listener and empathetically responds. To get you 

oriented in the right direction, you may want to begin your response with: 
 

a. “It sounds like you feel  ___________________________________________ 
because _______________________________________________________” 
 

b. Or think quietly to yourself: “What I hear you saying is….,” and then verbally 
summarize the thoughts and feelings that were expressed to the other person. 
 

3. CHECKING: Check to see if the response was accurate.  For example, “Did I get that 

right?” or “Did I understand you correctly?”  Make adjustments to the empathic 
response as needed. 
 

4. SWITCH ROLES: The talker now listens and the listener becomes the talker, again 

checking to see if the empathic response was accurate.  You can continue going back 
and forth multiple times, as needed or desired. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


